Operator Prompted System
For Weigh Belts, Charge
Belts and Weigh Scales
For Minor Ingredients, Oils,
Fillers & Polymers

Features

- Self contained system with color touch screen user interface display
- Interface to new or existing weigh belts, charge belts and weigh scales
- Automatic tare of load cell
- Sequence control of multi-stage weight belt and charge belt conveyor
- Automatically prompts operator for ingredients and weights to be measured
- Captures actual ingredient weights and transfers to the FACTS Mixing Control System data base

FACTS Capabilities

FACTS is a complete provider of turn key automation systems for batch processes. Our capabilities include Total Process Control, replacement electrical & drive enclosures, complete material weigh systems, data collection, analysis & reporting tools.

Applications

- Batch mixing operations
- Minor ingredient weight stations
- Bulk ingredient weigh stations
- Sequenced weigh belt and charge conveyors
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